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MADIKWE SAFARI LODGE
MADIKWE, SOUTH AFRICA

The Madikwe Safari Lodge is one of the largest free-malaria sanctuaries in South Africa. The Safari Lodge allows guests to enjoy from
several distinctive experiences that are driven by adventure and togetherness, such as private travels, exciting safaris, spa and wellness
treatments, crafted cuisine, family activities, and much more. The luxurious reserve is composed by three lodges, the Madikwe Lelapa,
which is destined for families and children, the Madikwe Kopano, characterized by a more intimate setting exclusive for a small group
of friends, and the Madikwe Dithaba that has a more romantic vibe and provides outstanding views to be enjoyed in the company of
loved ones. In the first one, guests can expect a particularly warm hospitality service full of comfort and charm. Lelapa has 12 generous suites defined by a natural essence. Within numerous comfy features, these suites have indoor and outdoor showers as well as a
private plunge pool. The second lodge is intended for smaller gatherings having four luxurious suites and a common area. This lodge
allows guests to be in touch with the sounds of nature and to truly experience fine dining.

The Dithaba lodge has four suites with private plunge pools, becoming the perfect place, in which one can socialise with friends
and, contrary to the others, it is located in a higher position providing superb views over the open plains. Madikwe has a very
biodiverse character and historic sense, having a wide variety of
features that will propel one’s experience, from a rich biodiversity of mammals to excellent birdwatching, to a broad mix of
habitats, to a diverse geology, to intimate accommodations that
give access to the most astonishing views over game-filled plains.
In reference to weather, the region is classified as semi-arid and
the climate varies as from September to April, visitors can enjoy
hot wet summers whereas from May to August, cool dry winters
strike the region. Nevertheless, the Safari Lodge’s activities are
made having in consideration the temperature, thus being the
perfect all-year-round destination for tourists. In addition, the
Lodge organises morning and evening game drives in open safari
vehicles and bush walks for visitors to have the possibility of exploring everything up close and personal. There are also tours to
the ecology house and the local community village. In regards to

“In addition, the Lodge organises
morning and evening game drives in
open safari vehicles and bush walks
for visitors to have the possibility of
exploring everything up close and
personal. ”

suppers, guests can benefit from bush breakfasts and dinners, as
well as boma dinners, and there are also plenty of activities for
children to have the time of their lives.
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